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An annual bash to ring in the celebrations
Sunidhi Chauhan
enthralling the crowd

Arun and Ritu
Nathani
ybage celebrated its
Annual Bash 2014
with dazzling performances and high-octane
music to ring in the festivities for its 5,000 employees
and their families. Arun
Nathani
(CEO,
Cybage)
and
Deepak
Nathani (COO) along with

C

their respective wives, Ritu
and Sheena Nathani, played
the perfect hosts to this annual extravaganza.
Sunidhi Chauhan, the
popular Bollywood singer,
stormed the stage and mesmerised the crowd with her
foot tapping hit songs like
Sheila Ki Jawani, Desi Girl,

among others.
The Senior Management
of Cybage also put up a pulsating dance performance,
leaving the crowd enthralled.
The captivating speech by
Arun Nathani on the highlights of the company’s
growth saga, long standing

relationships with clients
and loyalty of Cybagians,
was the perfect take away of
the evening. Several employees were felicitated on their
completion of 10 glorious
years
of
loyalty
and
commitment towards the
company.

Sulekha Nyati
yati Group recently launched
its 40-acre premiere township in
the city. The do was attended by
many guests who were a witness to the
launch of this township, that comprises of 1, 2 and 3 BHK homes. Said Nitin
Nyati, CMD of Nyati Group, “The importance of ‘the value of money’ that
we are offering gave us an overwhelming response for which I would like to
express my gratitude.” Piyush Nyati,
director of the group, added, “Nyati
Elan is not a project but a lifestyle
which we are offering to the city. It was
very heart warming to see approximately 1200 families walk in and grace
the occasion.” Harish Shroff, director, marketing and sales, of the group,
added, “Nyati Group would like to
thank all those who have given their
support for making this launch a
Piyush Nyati
grand success.”
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Pranav Nyati

Deepak and
Sheena Nathani

The felicitation ceremony of Cybagians

Dr Jagdish Hote and Nitin Nyati

Sanjay Shinde

Vijay Anand, Vijay Dutta and Harish Shroff

Anil and Sunil Rao with Sunil Pawar

New Year is the oldest of all holidays, as it was first observed
in ancient Babylon as many as
4000 years ago. It is also observed as the Feast of Christ’s
Circumcision by some
denominations.

SOLUTIONS TO GAMES/PUZZLES
TIMES SUDOKU

LOOP THE LOOP

TIMES HITORI

SCRAMBLE

SPELLATHON

MINDBENDER

Words: Taker, robin, dynamo,
craggy
Answer: Gardening is how I relax.
It's another form of creating and
playing with colours. - Oscar De La
Renta

ether, heel, here, sheer, sheet,
SHELTER, there, these, three

Cleopatra

WHATZIT?
Wonders never cease

The Cybage Management
Dance extravaganza

